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Keynote Topics: Areas I focus on 
   

Open to ideas and engagement on client 
specific topics 

Entrepreneurship, Finance & Business 

☐ 1. Basic financial concepts: How money works, entrepreneurship, capital raising 

☐ 2. Doing business in Africa: Lessons learnt from working in Pan African organisations 

☐ 3. Modern developments in finance: Mobile money, banking as a service, fintechs, etc. 

Corporate Governance & Ethics 

☐ 1. Why does Corporate Governance matter? 

☐ 2. Setting up your board: Do you know what you’re looking for? 

☐ 3. Ethics in business: Reputation, credibility and building trust 

Team Dynamics and the importance of DEI 

☐ 1. DEI Defined: What does Diversity, Equity & Inclusion (DEI) mean to you? 

☐ 2. Getting your Team right: Lessons from sports, arts and music 

☐ 3. Performance Culture: How to build a resilient and sustainable workplace and team culture 

Sustainability, SDGs and ESG 

☐ 1. What is the big fuss on ESG and sustainability? 

☐ 2. Choosing and committing to meaningful and practical SDGs – Why it matters? 

☐ 3. Financing and Sustainability: What to expect from capital providers on SDGs, ESG and Impact 

Rural development and youth empowerment 

☐ 1. Rural communities: Have we forgotten about the remote and marginalised? 

☐ 2. Youth empowerment: Africa’s potential and what can we do to set them up for success? 

☐ 3. Conscious & intentional CSI: Strategies & considerations when developing a meaningful & Africa 
relevant CSI approach 
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Notes: 

 

 As an experience business and finance professional, having worked on different forums, leading various 
committees in the workplace and dealing with leadership engagement and challenges, I can talk to a 
variety of topics in this regard. 

 Outside of the workplace, I have been involved in leading a board of a social enterprise, I’m a trustee of 
another and am part of a local alumni committee of an international business school. 

 I’m an advocate for positive masculinity, mental health conversations and believe in brining one’s ‘full self’ 
into any space. 

 My philosophies: 
o To those we are different to: Let’s see the humanity in each other and strive to build bridges of 

understanding, and not barriers of misunderstanding 
o To ourselves and those like us: Let us learn to love ourselves first, and use that love to growth 

others to being the best versions of themselves 

 

I am a storyteller, and love to use local narratives and examples to explain basic and complex concepts.  


